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CCRE was established in 2016 at UNC to help improve rural education in the state.

What We Are Doing to Improve Rural Education

Our commitment to connect, convene, and build the capacity of rural educators

Connect
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Building

aims to improve rural student outcomes by strengthening the teacher
pipeline. We target people ages 15 through 50 plus, including
secondary students, teacher candidates, career changers, and
practicing teachers, to improve teacher recruitment, collaborative
preparation, and retention in rural Colorado.

And we have awarded hundreds of stipends to help attract, develop, and retain rural educators.
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Teacher Retention and Placement Outcomes in Colorado
Recruitment

Due to factors such as lower pay and geographic
isolation, many rural schools face challenges in recruiting
and hiring new teachers. Recruitment stipends for teacher
candidates aim to address this challenge by providing
them with $4,000 to complete their student teaching in a
rural school.

Teacher candidates who received recruitment
stipends were over three times more likely
to be hired by a rural/small rural district in the state
in 2017 than were EPP graduates across Colorado.

Retention

Research suggests teacher turnover may cost between
$10,000 and $26,000 to replace a single teacher after
recruitment, hiring, and induction.1 It may also hurt student
achievement and school climate.2 Retention stipends provide
funding for practicing rural teachers to help them continue
professional learning and keep them in their schools.

Teachers who received retention stipends
had 100% one-year retention,
compared to only 80.7% for all rural teachers
in the state during a similar period.3
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